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Golden channel: K→ πνν in the Standard Model

SM predicted rates
Buras et al, JHEP 1511*

Experimental status

K+→ π+νν BR = (8.4 ± 1.0) × 10−11 BR(K+ → π+νν) = (11.0 +4.0
−3.5 stat ± 0.3syst)×10−11

NA62, 20 events observed (ICHEP2020)

KL→ π0νν BR = (3.4 ± 0.6) × 10−11 BR < 300 × 10−11 90%CL
KOTO, PRL122 (2019)

* Tree-level determinations of CKM matrix elements
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Extremely rare decays with rates very precisely predicted in SM
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Decay ΓSD/Γ Theory err.* SM BR ´ 1011 Exp. BR ´ 1011
(Sep 2019)

KL → μ+μ− 10% 30% 685-811 ±80-150 684 ± 11
KL → π0e+e− 40% 10% 3.2 ± 1.0 < 28†

KL → π0μ+μ− 30% 15% 1.5 ± 0.3 < 38†

K+ → π+νν 90% 4% 8.4 ± 1.0 < 18.5†

KL → π0νν >99% 2% 3.4 ± 0.6 < 300†

Rare kaon decays

†90% CL*Approx. error on LD-subtracted rate excluding parametric contributions

Flavor-changing processes dominated by short-distance 
amplitudes

Rates related to CKM matrix elements with minimal non-
parametric uncertainty

BRs over-constrain CKM matrix and may provide evidence for 
new physics
Need for an integrated programme to pin down new physics in 
kaon decays
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Measuring all charged and neutral rare K decay modes can 
give clear insight about the new physics flavour structure2  



K→ πνν and the unitarity triangle

Dominant uncertainties for SM BRs are 
from CKM matrix elements

Intrinsic theory uncertainties 1.5-3.5%

Measuring BRs for both K+ → π+νν and KL
→ π0νν can determine the CKM unitarity 
triangle independently from B inputs:
• Rare Kaon decays determine CKM matrix 

→ reveal NP effects
• Sensitivity to  O(100) TeV scale
• Sensitivity complementary to B decays
• To constrain NP, correlations are crucial

Buras et al., 
JHEP 1511
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Hypothetical CKM fit to K → πνν
10% for K+ and KL
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Specific models for effects of NP on   
K→ πνν BRs are constrained by other 
kaon measurements, esp. Re ε′/ε, ΔMK

Measurements: Re ε′/ε × 104

KTeV 19.2 ± 1.1 ± 1.8
NA48 14.7 ± 1.7 ± 1.5
PDG fit 16.6 ± 2.3 (S = 1.6)

K→ πνν and BSM models

Theory uncertainty ~8 10-4 for (ε′/ε)SM still leaves room for significant 
NP contributions to this ratio 

NP effects on K → πνν BRs with constraints from Re ε′/ε, εK, ΔmK, KL → μμ

−
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RBC/UKQCD, arXiv 2004.09440
(21.7 ± 8.4) 10-4



High sensitivity to NP (non-MFV): significant variations wrt SM
New physics affects K+ and KL BRs differently
Measurements of both can discriminate among NP scenarios
Weak constraints from other observables

K → πνν and new physics 

Models with CKM-like flavor structure
Models with MFV

Models with new flavor-violating interactions in which either 

LH or RH couplings dominate
Z/Z′ models with pure LH/RH couplings
Littlest Higgs with T parity

Models without above constraints
Randall-Sundrum

−

Grossman-Nir bound
Model-independent relation

Buras, Buttazzo, Knegjens
JHEP 1511
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BR(K+ → π+νν) × 1011
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Fig. 2 Left: correlation of B(K+ ! !+""̄) with B(B+ ! K "+""̄),
having imposed RD(") = 1.25. The red (blue) coloured region is for
c13 = 0 (c13 = 2). We also show isolines of #q , and the red star is the

SM point. Right: branching ratios for K+ ! !+""̄ and B+ ! K "+""̄,
normalised to the SM values, as functions of #q . The solid (dashed) lines
correspond to c13 = 0, $q = 0 (c13 = 2, $q = ! )

The deviations from the SM expectations in the two FCNC
neutrino modes are closely correlated, as described by the
following relation:

%B(K+ ! !+""̄)

%B(B ! K (")""̄)
#2

3
$ #q

cos $q

$
1 % 12 [RD(") % 1]#2

q fq

1 % 15[RD(") % 1] #q fq
cos $q

, (4.18)

where %B = B%BSM
BSM

, and as illustrated in Fig. 2. Notice that
for small #q this correlation does not depend on the mea-
sured value of RD(") . The constraints from B ! K (")""̄ can
severely limit the deviations in K ! !""̄. This fact is well
known in the literature, independently of the relation with the
LFU B anomalies, see e.g. [45,46]. If c13 < 1, the NP con-
tributions interfere constructively with the SM amplitude in
the first branching ratio, and destructively in the second one.
As a consequence, in this case B(K+ ! !+""̄) is always
suppressed, with deviations of up to %30% with respect to
the SM value. The opposite is true when c13 > 1. Also, the
constraints are more stringent when cos $q is positive, since
in this case the effective scale of new physics is lower. For
negative cos $q and c13 > 1, in particular, the constraint
from B ! K (")""̄ becomes irrelevant, and large devia-
tions can be expected in B(K+ ! !+""̄) [within the limits
of (2.8)].

4.4 Constraints and connections to other observables

b ! s&+&%. FCNC processes that involve the light gen-
erations of leptons are suppressed by the spurion V& in our
framework. While LFU violation in these modes is a gen-
eral prediction following from (3.6), the exact size of these
effects depends on the unknown parameter '& (and, more
generally, by the assumption on the breaking of the U (2)&
lepton-flavour symmetry). The NP contributions to the Wil-
son coefficientsC9 andC10 of the semileptonic b ! sµ+µ%

Lagrangian

Lb!sµµ
eff = 4GF&

2

(

4!
V "
tbVts

$
!
C9,µ(b̄L)µsL)(µ̄) µµ)+ C10,µ(b̄L)µsL)(µ̄) µ)5µ)

"

(4.19)

read

CNP
9,µ = %CNP

10,µ = %!

(
R0#qei$q (1 + c13)|'&|2 . (4.20)

Global fits of these Wilson coefficients, performed after the
recent measurement of the LFU ratio RK " [1], in the case
of NP coupled to left-handed currents only, yields CNP

9,µ =
%CNP

10,µ = %0.64 ± 0.18 [6–10]. From this result, fixing the
overall scale of NP from (4.7), it follows that |'&| (1+c13) #
0.1 up to an O(1) factor depending on #q and $q . Since the

123

LFU Violation

Isidori et al., Eur.Phys.J. C 
(2017) 77:618
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KL → π0ℓ+ℓ−
KL → π0ℓ+ℓ− vs K → πνν:

• Somewhat larger theoretical uncertainties from long-
distance physics

• SD CPV amplitude: γ/Z exchange
• LD CPC amplitude from 2γ exchange
• LD indirect CPV amplitude: KL → KS

• KS→ π0ℓ+ℓ− will help reducing theoretical uncertainties
• measured NA48/1 with limited statistics
• planned by LHCb Upgrade

• KL → π0ℓ+ℓ− can be used to explore helicity 
suppression in FCNC decays

KL → π0ℓ+ℓ− CPV amplitude 
constrains UT in same way 
as BR(KL → π0νν)

Main background: KL → ℓ+ℓ−γγ
• Like KL → ℓ+ℓ−γ with hard bremsstrahlung

BR(KL → e+e−γγ) = (6.0 ± 0.3) × 10−7 Eγ* > 5 MeV
BR(KL → μ+μ−γγ) = 10+8-6 × 10−9 mγγ > 1 MeV Greenlee

PRD42 (1990)

BR(KL → π0e+e−) < 28 × 10−11

BR(KL → π0μ+μ−) < 38 × 10−11 
Experimental status: Phys. Rev. Lett. 93 (2004) 021805 

Phys. Rev. Lett. 84 (2000) 5279–5282 
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NA62 through LS3
Summary of NA62 Run 1 (2016-2018):

• 3.5σ signal significance
• Most precise measurement to date

• Expected signal (SM): 10 events
• Expected background: 7 events
• Total observed: 20 events

Expect to measure BR(K+ → π+νν) to O(10%) by LS3

Status of Br(K+ ! ⇡+⌫⌫̄) measurement

BrNA62
16+17+18(K

+ ! ⇡+⌫⌫̄) = (1.10+0.40
�0.35stat ± 0.03syst) · 10�10 (preliminary)

BrSM(K+ ! ⇡+⌫⌫̄) = (0.84± 0.10) · 10�10 [Buras et al., JHEP11(2015)033]

Francesco Brizioli Br(K+ ! ⇡+⌫⌫̄) at NA62 CERN EP seminar 27.10.2020 45 / 49

BR(K+ → π+νν) = (11.0 +4.0
−3.5 stat ± 0.3syst)×10−11 (ICHEP2020) publication imminent
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NA62 Run 2 (from 2021 to LS3):
NA62 to resume data taking in mid-July 2021 
Key modifications to reduce background:

• Rearrangement of beamline elements around GTK achromat
• Add 4th station to GTK beam tracker
• New veto hodoscope upstream of decay volume and 
veto counters around downstream beam pipe

Run at higher beam intensity (70% → 100%), control random veto



KOTO: 2016-2018 data
KOTO K0 → π0νν SES: (7.20 ± 0.05stat 0.66syst )x 10−10 (0.05 SM evts)
3 candidate events
Expected bkg: 1.22 ± 0.26 evts
Probability of observing 3 events: 13%

KOTO will reach SM SES by mid-decade 
Step-2: ~60 SM evts - requires large engineering project

4

rithm using a Convolution Neural Network was developed to
discriminate neutrons from photons, based on their cluster’s
energy and timing patterns in CSI as well as their reconstructed
incident angle. Additional discrimination power was obtained
by applying the FFT to the waveform of each CSI crystal and
calculating the likelihood ratio of templates in the frequency
domain for both the photon and neutron clusters. The com-
bined reduction of these shape-related cuts against hadron-
cluster events (Rshape) was estimated to be (1.8±0.2)!10!6

after taking into account photon contaminations in the con-
trol sample. The number of background events was calculated
fromRshape!!!NAl and was estimated to be 0.017±0.002,
where! is the ratio of the number of signal and control sample
events outside the blind region before imposing shape-related
cuts, and NAl is the number of control sample events in the
signal region before imposing shape-related cuts.

The CV-" background is generated by " production when
beam-halo neutrons hit CV [31], which was a charged-particle
veto counter made of plastic scintillator strips and located in
front of CSI. The upstream #0 background is caused by #0

production when beam-halo neutrons hit NCC, which was lo-
cated upstream of the decay volume. These backgrounds were
studied with MC simulations, and the yields were normalized
with the ratio between data and MC for events in the region of
Zvtx > 5100 mm (Zvtx < 2900 mm) for the CV-" (upstream
#0) background with loose selection criteria.

Examining the blind region With the background estima-
tion excluding K± and beam-halo KL" 2$ decays, we pro-
ceeded to unblind the analysis and observed four candidate
events in the signal region and one extra event in the blind re-
gion [12]. After we found an incorrect parameter setting which
a!ects the timing used to veto events with multiple pulses in
the veto counters, the data were processed again. After im-
posing the same selection criteria to this sample, three of the
original four candidate events in the signal region remained
as shown in Fig. 3. Of these, the second event from the right
in Fig. 3 has overlapped pulses in NCC. The probability of
observing such an event is 2.2%. The other events in the blind
region have no such features.

Background studies after examining the blind region Two
new types of backgrounds, one from K± decays and one from
beam-halo KL " 2$ decays, were found and studied after
examining the blind region.

A K± generated in the collision of a KL with the down-
stream collimator can enter the KOTO detector. Among K±

decays, K±"#0e±% is the most likely source of background
because the kinematics of the #0 is similar to the one from
the KL " #0%% decay. The K± flux at the beam-exit was
evaluated using a K± " #±#0 decay sample taken in 2020
with a dedicated trigger (#±#0 trigger). The #±#0 trigger
selected events with three clusters in CSI, one coincident hit
in CV, and no coincident hits in other veto counters. In the
o"ine analysis, the cluster closest to the extrapolated position
of the CV hit into CSI was identified as charged, while the
others as neutral. The Zvtx was reconstructed from the two
neutral clusters with the #0 assumption. The #± direction was
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FIG. 3. Reconstructed !0 transverse momentum (Pt) versus !0

decay vertex position (Zvtx) plot of the events after imposing the
KL ! !0"" selection criteria. The region surrounded by dotted
lines is the signal region. The black dots represent observed events,
and the shaded contour indicates the KL ! !0"" distribution from
the MC simulation. The black italic (red regular) numbers indicate
the number of observed (background) events for di!erent regions. In
particular, 1.22 ± 0.26 (1.97 ± 0.35) is the background expectation
for the 3 (4) events observed inside the signal (blind) region.

calculated from the Zvtx and the charged cluster position in
CSI, and its absolute momentum was obtained by assuming the
Pt balance between the #0 and #±. The energy of the charged
cluster (E!±) was required to be 200< E!± < 400 MeV to
select a minimum-ionizing particle. The reconstructed K±

invariant mass (MK±) was required to be 440< MK± <600
MeV/c2. Figure 4 shows the MK± distribution after imposing
the K±"#±#0 selection criteria except for the requirement
on MK± . Based on 847 K± " #±#0 candidate events, the
ratio of the K± to KL flux at the beam-exit was measured to
be (2.6 ± 0.1) ! 10!5. Figure 5 shows the Pt versus Zvtx

plot of the background events from the K± " #0e±% de-
cay MC simulation. The number of background events from

K± decays (NK±

BG ) was estimated to be 0.84 ± 0.13, where
97% comes from K± " #0e±% decays. The discrepancy in
the acceptance between data and MC for the cuts used in the
KL " #0%% analysis against K± decays was studied using
another control sample collected in the 2020 special run. This
control sample consisted of data taken with the physics trigger
while the sweeping magnet in the beam line was turned o!
to enhance the K± flux at the beam-exit. We simultaneously
collected data with the #±#0 trigger in this magnet-o! config-
uration to normalize the K± yield. We observed 27 events in
the signal region after imposing the cuts to the control sample.
This number agreed with 26.0± 3.2 events expected from the
K± decay MC simulation. The ratio of these two numbers
(RA

K±
) was calculated to be 1.04 ± 0.26, where the uncer-

tainty comes from the K± spectrum di!erence between the
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FIG. 2. Reconstructed KL mass (MKL
) distribution of KL!2!0

events after imposing the KL!2!0 selection criteria except for the
requirement on MKL

. The bottom panel shows the ratio of data and
MC for each histogram bin.

decays, we used events with four clusters in CSI. Among the
three possible !0 pairs from photon combinatorics, we se-
lected the one with the smallest Zvtx di!erence. We required
the reconstructed invariant KL mass (MKL

) to be within ±15
MeV/c2 of the nominal KL mass. Figure 2 shows the MKL

distribution after imposing the kinematic cuts for KL ! 2!0

and the veto cuts except for the requirement on MKL
. The

SES was obtained as:

SES =
1

Asig

Anorm Br(KL!2!0)

Nnorm
, (1)

where Anorm is the acceptance of KL!2!0 decays after tak-
ing into account other KL decay contaminations, Br(KL !
2!0) is the branching fraction of KL! 2!0 [30], and Nnorm

is the number of events after imposing the KL ! 2!0 selec-
tion criteria with a correction of the prescale factor applied
to the trigger. Based on Asig = 0.61%, Anorm = 0.41%,
and Nnorm = 7.98 " 105, the SES was estimated to be
(7.20 ± 0.05stat ± 0.66syst) " 10!10, which corresponded
to 1.8 times better sensitivity than the previous search [6].

The systematic uncertainties on the SES are summarized in
Tab. I. The two largest uncertainties were from shape-related
cuts and inconsistencies in the normalization procedure. The
discrepancy in the acceptance between data and MC for each
shape-related cut was studied using a sample of !0’s from the
reconstructed KL ! 2!0 events, and their sum in quadrature
was calculated to be 5.2%. The uncertainty on the normaliza-
tion was calculated as the maximum di!erence between the
SES calculated using KL ! 2!0, KL ! 3!0, and KL ! 2"
decays, and was estimated to be 5.2%.

Background estimation Table II summarizes the back-
ground estimation. The total number of background events
in the signal region was estimated to be 1.22± 0.26 by adding
the central values of each background source. Note that the

TABLE I. Summary of relative systematic uncertainties on the single
event sensitivity.

source uncertainty [%]

trigger e!ect 0.26
photon selection cuts 0.57
kinematic cuts for KL!!0"" 2.9
veto cuts 3.2
shape-related cuts 5.2
KL momentum spectrum 0.98
kinematic cuts for KL!2!0 3.2
KL!2!0 branching fraction 0.69
normalization modes inconsistency 5.2
total 9.2

TABLE II. Summary of background estimation.

source Number of events

KL KL!3!0 0.01 ± 0.01
KL!2# (beam-halo) 0.26 ± 0.07 a

Other KL decays 0.005 ± 0.005
K± 0.87 ± 0.25 a

Neutron Hadron-cluster 0.017 ± 0.002
Upstream-!0 0.03 ± 0.03
CV-$ 0.03 ± 0.01

total 1.22 ± 0.26

a Background sources studied after looking inside
the blind region.

backgrounds from K± and beam-halo KL!2" decays were
not known when we first looked inside the blind region, and
they were added after performing the studies described later in
this paper.

The KL ! 3!0 background arises from photon detection
ine"ciency in veto counters mainly due to accidental hits over-
lapping a photon pulse and shifting its measured time outside
the veto window. To suppress this type of background, a pulse-
shape discrimination method was introduced by applying a fast
Fourier transform (FFT) to the waveform recorded by the veto
counters. We prepared templates in the frequency domain of
the single hit waveform collected from data, and calculated a
#2 value based on the di!erence between the observed wave-
form and the template. When the #2 value exceeded a given
threshold, the veto window was widened to accommodate pos-
sible timing shifts due to overlapping pulses. The number of
background events from KL ! 3!0 was studied with the MC
simulation, and estimated to be 0.01 ± 0.01. Backgrounds
from other KL decays were estimated using MC simulations
and their aggregate number was estimated to be 0.005±0.005.

The hadron-cluster background is caused by two hadronic
clusters being misidentified as photon clusters in CSI. This
can occur when a beam-halo neutron hits the CSI and pro-
duces a cluster, and another neutron from the hadronic inter-
action produces an additional cluster. With the insertion of a
10-mm-thick aluminum plate in the beam at Z = #634 mm,
we collected a control sample with an enhanced number of
scattered neutrons hitting the CSI. Using this sample, an algo-

BR(K0 → π0νν) < 4.9 x 10−9    @90% CL     (2020)

arXiv:2012.0757.v1
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Clear opportunity in the Kaon sector
Going beyond 10% measurement on K+ → π+νν
Precision measurements of K→ πνν BRs can provide model-independent 
tests for new physics at mass scales of up to O(100 TeV)

26
05/08/2020 Giuseppe Ruggiero - ICHEP2020

Future (< 2025)

Flavour & NP 

LHCb (Upgrade phase I)
• new trigger

NA62 (Run2)
• hwd improvements

KOTO (Step - 1)
• Main ring power increase
• hwd improvements

𝑲𝑳 → 𝝅𝟎𝝂ത𝝂: SM Sensitivity (KOTO)

𝑲+ → 𝝅+𝝂ത𝝂: 𝓞 𝟏𝟎% measurement (NA62)

𝑲𝑺 → 𝝁+𝝁−: Sensitivity 𝓞 𝟏𝟎−𝟏𝟏 (LHCb)

𝑲𝑺 → 𝝅𝟎𝒍+𝒍−: 20% meas. (LHCb, NA48/1)
𝐾𝐿 → 𝜋0𝛾𝛾: 40% meas. (NA48, KTeV) 

𝐾𝐿 → 𝛾𝛾: precise meas. (NA48, KLOE) 

𝐾𝐿 → 𝜇+𝜇−, 𝑙+𝑙−𝛾: precise meas. (B871,KTeV,NA48,E799) 

𝐾𝐿 → 𝛾𝛾𝑙+𝑙−: 10% meas./SM sensitivity (𝜇) (KTeV) 

𝐾𝐿 → 𝑙+𝑙−𝑙+𝑙−: precise meas. (KTeV, NA48) 

𝑲+ → 𝝅+𝝂ത𝝂 Τ𝝈 𝓑 𝓑 = 𝟏𝟎%
(𝓑 = 𝟏𝟏 × 𝟏𝟎−𝟏𝟏)

LU Test and Explicit violation of SM 

𝑲 → 𝑳𝑵𝑽/𝑳𝑭𝑽: Single event sensitivity 𝓞 𝟏𝟎−𝟏𝟐
𝑲+ → 𝝅+𝒍+𝒍−: LU conservation test 𝓞 < %

𝐾 → 𝐸𝑥𝑜𝑡𝑖𝑐𝑠: Single event sensitivity 𝒪 10−8 ÷ 10−11

𝑹𝑲: 𝓞 𝟎. 𝟏% measurement

Giuseppe Ruggiero - ICHEP202005/08/2020

Future (≥ 2025)

27

Flavour & NP 

LHCb (Upgrade phase II)

• hwd upgrade

K Facility at CERN

• 𝐾+/𝐾0

• NA62-like, Klever

KOTO (Step - 2)

• hwd upgrade

𝑲𝑳 → 𝝅𝟎𝝂ത𝝂: 𝓞 𝟐𝟎% measurement (KOTO / Klever)
𝑲+ → 𝝅+𝝂ത𝝂: 𝓞 𝟓% measurement (NA62-like)
𝑲𝑺 → 𝝁+𝝁−: SM Sensitivity (LHCb)

𝑲𝑺 → 𝝅𝟎𝒍+𝒍−: precision meas. (LHCb, NA48/1)

𝐾𝐿 → 𝜋0𝛾𝛾: 40% meas. (NA48, KTeV) 

𝐾𝐿 → 𝛾𝛾: precise meas. (NA48, KLOE) 

𝐾𝐿 → 𝜇+𝜇−, 𝑙+𝑙−𝛾: precise meas. (B871,KTeV,NA48,E799) 

𝐾𝐿 → 𝛾𝛾𝑙+𝑙−: 10% meas./SM sensitivity (𝜇) (KTeV) 

𝐾𝐿 → 𝑙+𝑙−𝑙+𝑙−: precise meas. (KTeV, NA48) 

𝑲+ → 𝝅+𝝂ത𝝂 Τ𝝈 𝓑 𝓑 = 𝟓%
(𝓑 = 𝟏𝟏 × 𝟏𝟎−𝟏𝟏)

𝑲𝑳 → 𝝅𝟎𝝂ത𝝂 Τ𝝈 𝓑 𝓑 = 𝟐𝟎%
(𝓑 = 𝟐 × 𝓑𝑺𝑴)

𝑲𝑳 → 𝝅𝟎𝒍+𝒍−: (K Facility at CERN)
LU Test and Explicit violation of SM 

𝐾 → 𝐿𝑁𝑉/𝐿𝐹𝑉: Single event sensitivity 𝒪 10−12
𝐾+ → 𝜋+𝑙+𝑙−: LU conservation test 𝒪 < %

𝐾 → 𝐸𝑥𝑜𝑡𝑖𝑐𝑠: Single event sensitivity 𝒪 10−8 ÷ 10−11

𝑅𝐾: 𝒪 0.1% measurement

Approach theory error, possibility to find clear evidence of deviation from SM 
9 



K+ → π+νν at high intensity
The NA62 decay-in-flight technique works well and is scalable to higher statistics

• Background estimates validated by in-depth study with data and MC
• Improvements based on 2016-2018 data studies will be put in action in 2021-2024

An experiment at the SPS NA-ECN3 to measure BR(K+→ π+νν) to within ~5% 
Requires 4x increase in intensity → Beam line consolidation, stable and reliable operation
5 years of data taking to collect ~400 SM events

Basic design of experiment will work at high intensity
Key points: 

• Require much improved time resolution to keep random veto rate under control
• Must maintain other key performance specifications at high-rate:

• Space-time reconstruction, low material budget, single photon efficiencies, control of non-gaussian 
tails, etc.

Synergies for detectors with collider projects and other rare processes experiments:
• Challenges often broadly aligned with High Luminosity LHC projects and next generation rare processes/ 

flavor/ dark matter experiments
10  



Integrated programme with K+ and KL beams
Availability of high-intensity K+ and KL beams at the SPS NA-ECN3:
Unique facility, clear physics case
Important physics measurements also at boundary of NA62x4 and KLEVER

Example: Experiment for rare KL decays with charged particles
• KL beamline, as in KLEVER
• Tracking and PID for secondary particles, as in NA62
• 1013 KL decays in fiducial volume /year @ 1019 POT/year (200 days, 50% efficiency)

Physics objectives:
• KL→ π0ℓ+ℓ−

Excellent π0 mass resolution – look for signal peak over Greenlee background 
• Lepton-flavor violation in KL decays
• Radiative KL decays and precision measurements
• KL decays to exotic particles

Will provide valuable information to characterize neutral beam
• Example: Measurement of KL, n, and Λ fluxes and halo
• Experience from KOTO and studies for KLEVER show this to be critical 11  



Feebly interacting particles (dump phase) 
Physics goals for operation in dump mode after 2025:

Search for visible decays of feebly-interacting new-physics particles
x10 statistics improvement expected with respect to 2021-2023 data taking
If no signal and negligible background à sensitivity improvement

Distribution of photons from neutral pion decays in TAX 
(Primakov production). ALPs go approximately in the same direction

Can capture distribution up to 
5 mrad

Sensitivity to lifetime depends 
on production-detector distance 
and length of detector (few ns)

Complimentary to other 
experiments

Dump mode is most sensitive to forward processes, complimentary to off-axis experiments,
like SHADOWS
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Longer term

22

HL-LHC

NA-CONS

RUN 3

“Accelerator and Technology Introduction” webinar, Mike Lamont, January 2021 
Integrated high-intensity Kaon programme at the SPS

Integrated programme with multiple phases, synergies with LHC programme
K+ and KL beams for precision measurement of 
Study of other rare kaon decays, including KL beam with tracking 
detector for
Data taking in dump mode to reach 1019 POT to search for FIPs

Advantage of integrated approach: common upgrades for intensity and
detectors between projects, more flexibility on schedule.
Phase order depends on factors like civil engineering and detector readiness. 
(KL → π0νν phase KLEVER probably involves civil construction, see later pages)
Dump mode schedule integration to be finalised

Experiments to measure  
K → πνν BRs at the SPS 
would require:

• K+ → π+νν
~7×1018 pot/year
4x increase

• KL → π0νν
1×1019 pot/year
6x increase

Target/TAX upgrade for 
high intensity 

Long-term Physics Programme in NA-ECN3
to extend to FCC-ee (~2039)

13  

EU Strategy deliberation document: CERN-ESU-014
“rare kaon decays at CERN” mentioned in Sec4 
“Other essential activities for particle physics”



Beam and target simulations
Target and TAX upgrade:
Conceptual development by SY-STI group in framework of 
Conventional Beam WG studies, 2018-2019 (N.Solieri et al)

Thermal simulations of target and TAX dump collimator
• Identified upgrades needed for high-intensity beam
• Target: CNGS-like design: carbon-carbon supports, 

pressurized air cooling
• TAX: Cooling elements nearer to center of collimator, like for 

SPS beam dump

Neutral beam and prompt surface dose
• Neutrons: Shielding adequate to reduce surface dose; need 

access shaft airlock
• Muons: Additional shielding at target and/or at downstream 

end of ECN3

Complete evaluation of random veto and trigger rates with 
full FLUKA beamline simulation for all particles down to 100 
MeV

[CERN-PBC-REPORT-2018-002]
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High-intensity proton beam study
Conclusions from PBC Conventional Beams working group 

Issue Approach

Extraction losses Good results on ZS losses and spill quality from SPS Losses & 
Activation WG (SLAWG) workshop, 9-11 November 2017:

https://indico.cern.ch/event/639766/

Beam loss on T4 Vertical by-pass to increase T4 → T10 transmission to ~80%

Equipment protection Interlock to stop SPS extraction during P0Survey reaction time

Ventilation in ECN3 Preliminary measurements indicate good air containment
Comprehensive ventilation system upgrade not needed

ECN3 beam dump Significantly improved for NA62
Need to better understand current safety margin

T10 target & collimator Thermal load on T10 too high → Use CNGS-like target?
Dump collimator will require modification/additional cooling

Radiation dose at 
surface above ECN3

8 mrad vertical targeting angle should help to mitigate
Preliminary results from FLUKA simulations
Proposed target shielding scheme appears to be adequate
Mixed mitigation strategy may be needed for forward muons

Looked at for KL beam
Needs checking for K+

[CERN-PBC-REPORT-2018-002]
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400 GeV/c protons on Be target

75 GeV/c positive 
secondary beam

• Essential K+ ID, momentum, space
and time – 200 MHz of K+

• High-rate, precision tracking of pion
• Minimize material
• Highly efficient PID and muon vetoes
• Highly efficient and hermetic photon vetoes
• High-performance EM calorimeter (energy 

resolution, linearity, time, granularity)

130 m 170 m 241.5 m
FV

3 
m

MEC

SAC

LAV 1-15
LAV 16-21 LAV 22-25

80 m  from target

UV/AFC

CPV
PSD

KL
γ

γ

〈pK〉 = 40 GeV

ν

ν

400-GeV SPS proton beam on Be target at z = 0 m

K+ phase

KL phase

Recent: extending ECN3 by 150 m would eliminate Λ background

KLEVER

• 2γ with unbalanced pT + nothing else
• KL momentum generally not known
• Background rejection from Λ
and neutrons, and dominant K decays
• Background rejection mainly by vetoes

Efficient, large-coverage vetoes
Determination of angle of incident photons 
PID for neutron rejection

High-rate beam 1.3--2 1013 protons on target over ~3 sec effective spill
Unseparated secondary hadron beam
<50ps time resolution (similar to HL-LHC)

x 4

16 
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Random veto considerations

Time resolution for all photon vetoes will be improved for 4x intensity
• Coincidence windows of < 2 ns
• Coincidence time resolution of ~200 ps (±5σ for full efficiency) 
• Photon veto time resolution < 200 ps
• Solutions for readout necessary
• These characteristics are necessary for K+ and KL beams

For highest rate, high-frequency digitizing readout to 
efficiently veto background events without being blinded 
by pile-up. Detailed signal analysis will also assist with 
particle identification and discrimination of uncorrelated 
background, reducing the random veto loss. 

High granularity to exploit NN image recognition algorithm 
to resolve spatial pile-up.
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STRAW detector
Straw chambers for 4x intensity

• Main feature: Straw diameter 9.8 mm → ~5 mm
• Improved trailing-time resolution: ~6 ns (per straw), 1 ns (for track)
• Rate capability increased by factor 6-8, due to geometry and shorter drift

• Less space charge due to shorter drift time
• Ion clusters are faster → can use fast shaping
• Smaller maximum drift time: 150 ns → ~80 ns

• Maintain efficiency > 98%
• Decreased straw wall thickness: 36 μm to 12 μm, with copper and gold plating
• Position resolution (from leading edge time resolution)
unchanged but can increase number of straws per 
track while maintaining low material budget
• Layout: 4 chambers, ~21000 straws
• Material budget: 1.7% → 1.1% X0

Design study started at 
CERN and Dubna

2

Straw Tracker Operational in Vacuum

Hajime NISHIGUCHI (KEK)                                                       New Straw Project                                                                          07/June./2019

 Key component : “Thin wall” & “Small diameter” straw tube
 NA62 collaboration developed state-of-the-art straw by the ultrasonic welding

 COMET collaboration have learned this technique at JINR and tried to develop 
own straw → For COMET Phase-I (Now under construction)

 Further thinner and smaller straw tube developed recently
 Time to consider to develop the new tracker using new straw !!

NA62 COMET Phase-I New Straw
Straw Wall Thickness 36 μm 20 μm 12 μm
Straw Diameter 9.8 mm 9.8 mm 4.8 mm
Metal Deposition Cu+Au, 70nm Al, 70 nm Al, 70 nm

Photo

Current Status In Operation Under Construction Just Developed

,DB1G�-E25�&1CC�)B?4E3D9?> ,D1DEC�6?B�)81C5
�

">�CE=	����1<E=9>9I5
&H<1B�DE25C

G9<<�25�@B?4E354

�6D5B�3853;9>7���D5CD9>7

D85H�G9<<�25�C5>D�9>�$�$

�������� '9;1 -CF5B1F1

* Al for prototype: final straws will have 50 nm Cu + 20 nm Au like present straws

*

NA62 has developed techniques for making 
state-of-the-art straws by ultrasonic welding 

Also COMET Phase-II plans to use 12 μm STRAW
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Beam GigaTracKer
NA62 GTK design from 2007
Time-resolved pixels did not yet exist!
First detector to give 4D reconstruction
• Strict requirements on material budget:

0.5% X0 per tracking plane
• Use minimum number of planes, with time mmts to 

constrain event reconstruction
• 200 μm planar silicon sensors
• TDCPix readout chips, 6 Gb/sec
• Cooled with silicon microchannel plates
• Time resolution with beam = 150 ps /plane at 250V

σt = σelec ⊕ σTDC ⊕ σfield ⊕ σstraggling
= 28 ps ⊕ 75 ps ⊕ 85 ps ⊕ 100 ps

GTK for 4x intensity
• Time resolution < 50 ps per plane
• Pixel size: =< 300×300 μm2

• Efficiency: > 99% (incl. fill factor)
• Material budget: 0.3-0.5% X0
• Beam intensity: 3 GHz over ~ 3x6 cm2

• Maximum local intensity: 8 MHz/mm2

• Radiation resistance: ~2x1015 n eq/cm2/yr (200 days)

Planar (thinner), 3D or LGAD technologies
being considered 
Time resolution for sensor is achievable

Probable need for a new ASIC 
28 nm technology PicoPix being developed  
Precursor Timespot ASIC exists
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Kaon ID with Cherenkov
KTAG:  
Photon Detector 

Distribution of optical photons at PMT plane 
The array of PMTs is shown; dashed ones are not installed  

KTAG Geant4 Simulation 
External optics (optical cap, mirror) 
Light guides and cones layout Differential Cherenkov detector, refurbished readout

  1.1   CEDAR 

  

3 

 

 

  
Figure 1 Schematic layout of the Standard West-Area CEDAR. 

 

Two versions of the CEDAR counter have been built for use at the SPS (1). The North CEDAR, filled 

with Helium gas, is optimized for high energies and the West CEDAR, Nitrogen filled, for lower beam 

momenta. The difference is related to the Cerenkov angle, determined by the beam momentum and 

the refractive index of the gas, and the optical correction, which relates to the dispersion of the gas 

used. It has been verified by a ray tracing program that the West version of this instrument would 

function well for our application using Hydrogen at room temperature instead of Nitrogen, thus 

reducing significantly the scattering of the beam in the gas. The optical design minimises the 

dispersion of Cerenkov light and enables   the aperture of the diaphragm to be reduced. Thus, 

photons produced by charged kaons pass through while light from pions and protons is blocked.  

During 2006, a test run was performed on one of the CEDAR-West Cerenkov counters (filled with N2

Table 2

) 

and validated its ability to distinguish kaons from pions and protons in the NA62 experiment, as well 

as the light spot shape predicted by a simulation program.  It was also found from the simulation 

that the upstream 1.2 metre section of beam pipe containing hydrogen contributes only marginally 

to the efficiency and can thus be replaced by an extension of the beam vacuum pipe. In addition to a 

small reduction in multiple Coulomb scattering, such a modification is helpful in the redesign of the 

optical system necessary to handle the increased photon flux. The main parameters of the proposed 

Hydrogen-filled CEDAR-W counter are listed in . 

 

The main effects that broaden the light spot at the diaphragm are: 

1. optical aberrations, limited to about 6 microns and therefore negligible; 

2. chromatic dispersion, largely corrected for by the chromatic corrector; 

3. multiple scattering of the beam during its traversal of the gas, minimised by the choice of 

Hydrogen gas; 

Working conditions in NA62:
• Tag K+ at 50 MHz (nominal intensity)
• Photon yield: 200 photons/K+

• High-granularity PMT configuration
• K+ tagging efficiency with 4 sectors: > 95%
• Max rate of detected photons: ~5 MHz/PMT
• Single-γ time resolution σt(1γ) ~ 300 ps
• K+ time resolution: ~70 ps
• Upgrade planned, to use H2 to minimise 
material along the beam with new vessel and 
internal optics (as per design) 

CEDAR-W

K ID for 4x intensity, Kaon time res ~20 ps
• Max detected photon rate: >8 MHz/cm2

• Single-photon capability with σt = 50-70 ps
• Good radiation resistance 

Other possible photodetectors:
• SiPMs: With R&D may reach  σt(1γ) ~ 20 ps
• Noisy; sensitive to radiation

• HPDs: σt(1γ) ~ 70 ps
• Sensitive to radiation?

Microchannel plate (MCP) PMTs
• Excellent time resolution (~20 ps)
• Low dark noise, Single-photon sensitivity
• High gain, good QE
• Good filling factor
• Input rate capability ~MHz/cm2

Susceptible to aging (QE drops)
Effect of aging must be mitigated

Currently using N2 as radiator
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Calorimeter
Main electromagnetic calorimeter requirements:
excellent efficiency and time resolution (~100ps), good two-cluster separation, good energy resolution

Shashlyk calorimeter with longitudinal shower information
• PID information: identification of μ, π, n interactions
• Shower depth information: improved time resolution for EM showers

PANDA/KOPIO prototypes:
• σE/√E ~ 3% /√E (GeV)
• σt ~ 72 ps /√E (GeV)
• σx ~ 13 mm /√E (GeV)

Longitudinal information provides
5-10x improvement in neutron rejection 
Overall neutron rejection at level of 103

Quasi-homogeneous ionization calorimeter, 27X0 of LKr @ 
1 – ε < 10−5 for Eγ > 10 GeV

σt ~ 500 ps for π0 with Eγγ > 20 GeV

Fine-sampling shashlyk based on PANDA 
forward EM calorimeter produced at Protvino

Time performance must be improved
Veto efficiency must be maintained 
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Large-angle photon vetoes

25 new large-angle photon veto stations (LAV) – veto on a very large area
• 5 sizes, sensitive radius 0.85 to 1.5 m, at intervals of 4 to 5 m
• Time resolution <250 ps
• Hermetic coverage out to 100 mrad
• Need good detection efficiency at low energy (1 − ε < few 10-4 at at least 100 MeV)
• Full digitization, segmentation in depth

Time resolution for current NA62 LAVs ~ 1 ns
• Cerenkov light is directional
• Complicated paths to PMT with multiple reflections

CKM Vacuum Veto System (VVS) • Pb/scintillating tile
• 1 mm Pb + 5 mm scint

fem ~ 36%
• WLS fiber readout

Light read out with SiPM
arrays

Tests at JLAB for CKM:
• 1 − ε ~ 3 × 10−6 at 1200 MeV

Baseline technology: Lead/scintillator tile with WLS readout
Based on design of CKM VVS
Assumed efficiency based on E949 and CKM VVS experience
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Small-angle photon veto
• Rejects high-energy γs from KL → π0π0

escaping through beam hole
• Must be insensitive as possible to 

extremely high rate 430 MHz of 
beam neutrons in KL mode

Beam comp. Rate (MHz) Req. 1 – ε
γ, E > 5 GeV 50 10−2

γ, E > 30 GeV 2.5 10−4

n 430 −

Possible solutions:
• Tungsten/silicon-pad sampling calorimeter with crystal metal absorber to exploit 

enhancement of photon conversion by coherent interaction with lattice
• Compact Cherenkov calorimeter with oriented crystals  

• σt < 100 ps
• 2 pulse separation at ~ 1 ns
• Radiation-hardness: 1014 n/cm2 and 105-106 Gy
• Longitudinal and transverse segmentation for PID

• Optimize choice of photodetectors
• Excellent time resolution
• Radiation hardness

• Study response to neutral hadrons
• Possibilities for γ/n discrimination

The most stringent requirements for the SAC are in KLEVER

For NA62x4, the requirements are slightly less stringent, remnants 
of the charged beam can be magnetically swept out of acceptance 
Still expect rates of up to 10 MHz or more in the NA62x4 SAC. 

Collaboration with AIDAinnova
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Beam and intensity requirements
• 400 GeV p on 400 mm Be target
• Production at θ = 8.0 mrad:

• As much KL production as possible
• Low ratio of n/KL in beam ~ 3
• Reduce Λ production and soften 

momentum spectrum
• Solid angle Δθ = 0.4 mrad

• Large Δθ = high KL flux
• Maintain tight beam collimation to 

improves p⊥ constraint for background 
rejection

• 2.1 × 10−5 KL in beam/pot
• Probability for decay inside FV ~ 4%

1019 pot/year (= 100 eff. days)
E.g.: 2 × 1013 ppp/16.8 s

KL and Λ fluxes, θ = 8.0 mrad
Parameterized from FLUKA simulation
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1013 KL decays in fiducial volume /year 
@ 1019 POT/year (200 days, 50% efficiency)



Long beamline to suppress Λ→ nπ0

Maintain θ = 8 mrad and increase length of beamline by 150 m

• Maintain KL momentum
Fewer design changes for KLEVER 

• Preserve KL flux per solid angle 
Still lose 2x in KL flux due to tighter 
beam collimation

• Infrastructure work needed
• RP issues for area downstream of 

TDC85 under investigation

Extending ECN3 by 150 m would eliminate Λ background and respect 
RP constraints – technical investigation ongoing

Neutral beam line : Design from CB Working Group (M. van Dijk, L. Gatignon, N. Doble), 2017-2019
Conceptual development of beam, target and TAX dump collimator: by CB WG, 2018-2019

Reduction of Λ→ nπ0 decays in FV requires optimization of experiment layout and kinematic conditions
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Dump mode: results from past PBC mandate
MC simulation of the beam-dump operation (closed TAX configuration)

Qualitative agreement of data vs MC distributions for halo muons
Disentangle background rates: target residual material vs tax production

Beam-line tuning for improved dump 
operation defined:

Improved sweeping: can reduce 
single µ rate by ~ x4
Focus: set beam focus at TAX, 
reducing spot size by x10

Nominal field strength of BEND1C [T]
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Physics results expected soon for 
1016 POT dump data taken in 2016-2018 
Plan to collect 1018 POT with x2 nominal intensity
at NA62 in 2021-2024
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Operation in dump mode

28

Operation in dump mode:
total integrated intensity: 1019 protons on dump as goal
beam intensity, x4 with respect to the nominal: equivalent to ~1.2 1013 protons/s
total integrated time, x4 intensity: ~200 days (could be distributed over the years, or concentrated)

Further needs defined assuming thermal and radioprotection safety of operation

Operation at x4 intensity induces x16 increase in combinatorial background
Potentially dominating on top of prompt background [µ-induced showers]

New optimization of sweeping might be required:
to reduce single and double track rate
to reduce the hard-momentum muon component [e±/g background]

To be investigated in the Conventional beam WG
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Summary
K→ πνν and other rare kaon decays are uniquely-sensitive indirect probes for new 
physics at high mass scales
Unique opportunity to address clear physics case at CERN NA facility 
High intensity frontier synergetic with LHC program - time res <50 ps, combined 
flavour program
Need precision measurements of both rare K+ and KL decays to pin down BSM physics
NA62 will improve on current knowledge of BR(K+ → π+νν) in short term, ultimately reaching 
O(10%) precision

Next generation rare kaon experiments with high-intensity beams will provide a powerful 
tool to search for physics beyond the Standard Model 

Data taking phase in dump mode to collect 1019 POT can reach unique sensitivity to 
forward processes in the search for FIPs 
We are planning an integrated program of K+ and KL , and dump, experiments in ECN3
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Findings of the European Particle Physics Strategy Group  
(announced, together with the CERN Council resolution that updates 
the Strategy)
https://webcast.web.cern.ch/event/i924500

Deliberation document: CERN-ESU-014
“rare kaon decays at CERN and KEK” mentioned in Section 4 “Other 
essential activities for particle physics”, pag 9:
“A diverse programme that is complementary to the energy frontier is 
an essential part of the European particle physics Strategy. Experiments 
in such diverse areas that offer potential high-impact particle physics 
programmes at laboratories in Europe should be supported, as well as 
participation in such experiments in other regions of the world. “

https://webcast.web.cern.ch/event/i924500
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Implications of K+ → π+νν

New preliminary Br(K+ ! ⇡+⌫⌫̄) measurement
from NA62 and BSM scenarios

BrNA6216+17+18(K
+ ! ⇡+⌫⌫̄) = (1.10+0.40

�0.35stat ± 0.03syst) · 10�10 (preliminary)

Large Br(K+ ! ⇡+⌫⌫̄) values with respect to SM expectation start to be excluded:
high precision measurement needed!
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Clear opportunity in the Kaon sector
Going beyond 10% measurement on K → π+νν
Precision measurements of K→ πνν BRs can provide model-independent 
tests for new physics at mass scales of up to O(100 TeV)
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• BR(K+ → π+νν) = BRSM with δBR = 5%
• BR(KL → π0νν) = BRSM with δBR = 20%

• BR(K+ → π+νν) = 1.33 BRSM with δBR = 5%
• BR(KL → π0νν) = 1.50 BRSM with δBR = 20%

SM-like NOT SM-like



KL → π0νν at J-PARC
Primary beam: 30 GeV p
50 kW=5.5×1013 p/5.2 s as of 2019

Neutral beam (16°)
〈p(KL)〉 = 2.1 GeV

50% of KL have 0.7-2.4 GeV
8 μsr “pencil” beam

6 m

30 GeV p

Au 
target Neutral beam

KOTO
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Theorists’ interpretation of KOTO events
Interpretations requiring mechanism for 
evasion of GN bound from K+ → π+νν:
1. Heavy NP boosting SM signal
2. KL → π0X, with X = new light particle

Additionally:
3. X → γγ originating from target

• E.g. X = ALP with photon couplings 

GN bound evaded if:
• mϕ ~ mπ0: Not in NA62 signal boxes
• NA62 has geom. acceptance for longer τϕ : 

Secondaries cause event to be vetoed in NA62

NB! BR(K → πX) vs mX curves estimated by theorists – not by KOTO and NA62
BR(KL → π0X) vs mX est. for KOTO

sin θ vs mϕ from BR(K→ πX)
Egana-Ugrinovic et al.
PRL124 (2020)

si
n

θ

mϕ [MeV]

Example: K → πϕ
ϕ = Higgs-mixed scalar

Kitahara et al.
PRL124 (2020)



KOTO Step-1 outlook
Signal: Need ~20x more (flux × acceptance) to reach SM SES
• Beam power expected to increase 50 → 100 kW gradually by 2024
• 8-16 months of additional running planned in 2020-2024

Background: Need ~7x more background rejection to get S/B ~ 1 at SM SES 
• Continuing program of detector upgrades

Example:
Dual side readout for CsI modules
Installed at end of 2018 run

Resolve γ/n interaction depth by reading 
light from front CsI face with SiPM

Expect to reach SES of < 7×10−11 (< 
2x BRSM) by 2024

T. Nomura, J-PARC PAC, Jan 2020



• Plan outlined in 2006 proposal to upgrade to O(100) SM event 
sensitivity over the long term

• Now beginning to seriously consider a new experiment to achieve 
this sensitivity

KOTO long-term plans: Step-2

• Increase beam power to > 100 kW
• New neutral beamline at 5°
〈p(KL)〉 = 5.2 GeV

• Increase FV from 2 m to 11 m
Complete rebuild of detector

• Requires hadron-hall extension

KOTO-2

• Hadron-hall extension is  a joint project with nuclear physics community
KOTO Step-2 is a flagship project

• On the list of KEK future large-scale projects, with medium priority
Staging plan for construction under development



KOTO Step-2 detector

New sensitivity studies for smaller beam angle & larger detector:
~ 60 SM evts with S/B ~ 1 at 100 kW beam power (3×107 s)

4-5x increased    
fiducial acceptance 
for KL decays

Step-1

Step-2

Step-2 beamline setup in 
hadron-hall extension
• Smaller angle (16˚ → 5 ˚)
• Longer beamline (20 → 43 m)
• 2 collimators

KL spectrum at beam exit

• Peak mom. 3 GeV
• 11 MHz KL in beam

~ 2.5x Step-1 flux



KLEVER target sensitivity:
5 years starting Run 4

60 SM KL → π0νν
S/B ~ 1
δBR/BR(π0νν) ~ 20%

KL → π0νν: Discovery potential
60 KL → π0νν events at SM BR
60 background events

Sobs − SSM

√ Sobs + Bobs
Signif. ≈

If BR(KL → π0νν) is:
• Suppressed to 0.25 BRSM🦹 5σ
• Enhanced to 2 BRSM🦹 5σ

• Suppressed to 0.5 BRSM🦹 3σ

NP effects on K → πνν BRs with constraints from Re ε′/ε, εK, ΔmK, KL → μμ



CERN-ACC-NOTE-2018-0082
H. Bartosik et al.

A kaon experiment at 6x present intensity is compatible with a 
diverse North Area program

High-intensity kaon beams at the SPS

Experiments to measure  
K → πνν BRs at the SPS 
would require:

• K+ → π+νν
6×1018 pot/year
4x increase

• KL → π0νν
1×1019 pot/year
6x increase

increases with respect to 
present primary intensity

SPS proton sharing (4.9 sec flat top, 80% uptime)

Operational scenarios and limits on the intensity deliverable to the 
North Area targets were studied in context of the BDF proposal as 
part of Physics Beyond Colliders 
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– Future K+ intensity 7 14 NA62 (~ 180 MHz K+)
– What could the maximum available intensity be?
– Is the beam composition going to be the same (~ 6% K+)?
– How would the muon halo scale?

– Beam shape
– How would the beam tails scale?
– More uniformly distributed beam spot @ GTK?
   (e.g. by defocusing the beam @ GTK?)

– Spill quality
– Low/High frequency modulations?
   (e.g. 50 Hz / 200 MHz structure?)
– Instantaneous intensity variation?

High-intensity K+ beam: characteristics
Integrated High Intensity Kaon programme at the SPS – K+ phase

6 cm

3
 c

m



Optimized for timing measurements
Add thin doped layer to conventional silicon detector 
to produce low, controlled multiplication

minimized by optimized readout electronics and 
correction techniques

• Excellent time resolution: 30-35 ps
• Thin sensors ~ 50 μm → reduced contribution to material budget 
• Optimized gain layer design enhances reliability and radiation hardness 

No significant performance degradation up to 1.5×1015 n eq/cm2

• New technologies to reduce impact of structures between readout pads
(no-gain areas for signal) 

σt = σjitter ⊕ σtime walk ⊕ σTDC ⊕ σfield ⊕ σstraggling

Still, >99% efficiency
requirement is challenging

See also:
N.Cartiglia
Detector Seminar 
5 Jun 2020



TimeSPOT
Trench geometry improves 
charge collection time uniformity

• Spatial resolution: O(10μm)
• Time resolution: ~30-50 ps/pixel 

seen in preliminary tests
• Radiation hardness  > 1016 neq/cm2

• Data throughput > 1 TB/s 

• Complexity of fabrication
• Geometric inefficiency (blind electrodes)
• Shape of time distribution ?

• Use of 3D sensors for vertex 
detectors demonstrated

ATLAS IBL Pixel Detector Upgrade 
NIMA694 2012

• Potential for timing not yet 
explored

See also:
A.Cardini 
CERN Detector 
Seminar 19 Jun 2020

Possible 
cons:

Pros: • Unmatched radiation hardness
• Effect of Landau fluctuations 

mitigated by geometry
• Extremely fast signals



Thinking underway on requirements and possibility for frontend ASIC of VELO.

VeloPix 
(2016)

Timepix4 
(imminent) PicoPix ? (2025)

Technology 130 nm 65 nm 28 nm

Pixel Size 55 x 55 µm 55 x 55 µm 55 x 55 µm

Pixel 
arrangement

3-side 
buttable
256 x 256

4-side buttable
512 x 448

4-side buttable
256 x 256

Sensitive area 1.98 cm2 6.94 cm2 1.98 cm2

Event packet 24 bit 64-bit 32-bit

Max rate ~400 
Mhits/cm2/s

178.8 
Mhits/cm2/s

~12000
Mhits/cm2/s

Best time 
resolution 25 ns ~200ps ~50 ps
Readout 
bandwidth 19.2 Gb/s 81.92 Gb/s ~600 Gb/s

New ASIC

the VeloPix

‘PicoPix’  (still at conceptual stage)

Multiple challenges of high rate/data capability, high time resolution, pixel size requirements
Precursor already exists in the form of the 28 nm Timespot ASIC



Photo-detectors
K ID for 4x intensity
• Need 4x better kaon time resolution: ~20 ps
• Max detected photon rate: >8 MHz/cm2

• Single-photon capability with σt = 50-70 ps
• Good radiation resistance 

Other possible photodetectors:
• SiPMs

• With R&D may reach  σt(1γ) ~ 20 ps
• Noisy; sensitive to radiation

• HPDs
• σt(1γ) ~ 70 ps
• Sensitive to radiation?

• Susceptible to aging: QE drops due to to ion feedback to photocathode 
Effect of aging must be investigated and/or mitigated

• Microchannel plate (MCP) PMTs
• Excellent time resolution (~20 ps)
• Low dark noise
• Single-photon sensitivity
• High gain, good QE
• Good filling factor
• Input rate capability ~MHz/cm2



Neutral beamline layout

• 400 GeV/c protons from SPS incident at  
8 mrad on beryllium target

• Vertical bending magnet to dump proton 
beam on collimator

• Tungsten γ absorber in dump collimator

• 4 collimation stages to minimize neutron halo, 
including beam scattered from absorber

• Horizontal sweeping magnet after each collimator
• Active final collimator in LYSO

40 m  80 m  120 m  241.5 m  

130 m
m

  

0 m  

Design from CB Working Group (M. van Dijk, L. Gatignon, N. Doble), 2017-2019



Calorimetry readout system
Provide very fast response (<100 ps, double-pulse separation <1ns). 
High-frequency digitizing readout to efficiently veto background events without being blinded 
by pile-up. Detailed signal analysis will also assist with particle identification and discrimination 
of uncorrelated background, reducing the random veto loss. 
Development of free-running, fully digitizing readout system for acquisition at 100 MHz, with 
low-level event selection in front end:

• Versatile analog front-end stage:
• Configurable signal shaping/amplification for different detectors 

• Digital front-end stage:
• FADC digitization at up to 1 GHz; zero suppression; time framing
• Parallel signal processing/data filtering implemented on FPGAs or ASICs 
• Autonomous trigger generation
• High radiation tolerance (single-event-upset resistant)

• Readout/data transmission stage
• Trigger and clock distribution
• Merging of channels and trigger information; additional signal processing as needed
• Data transmission via standard network protocol.



KLEVER further work:

Observations from preliminary simulations:
• Λ rejection should be sufficient with 270 m total length from target to AFC
• Reduction of KL flux by factor (0.25 mrad/0.40 mrad)2 = 0.4 
• Currently around 7 KL → π0νν events in 5 years, including:

• KL losses on photon absorber in TAX ~ 0.6x
• PSD losses (at least 1 hit on PSD for signal events) ~ 0.6x
• Reduction of KL flux with solid angle ~ 0.4x (as above) 

• Good prospects to recover acceptance to obtain O(50) events in 5 years
• 2-3x with intelligent use of PSD
• 2-3x by moving FV downstream:

• Changes to veto layout needed for sufficient KL → π0νν rejection
These observations are very preliminary!
• Full results require comprehensive experimental re-optimization
• Must recalculate rates with FLUKA/BDSIM once beam layout stable

It is imperative to further reduce Λ→ nπ0 decays in FV by at least 4 orders of magnitude
Currently 108 Λ→ nπ0  decays in FV: need to reduce to < 104 for safe elimination by kinematic cuts 



Limits on KL → π0X from KL → π0νν
Assuming:
• KL → π0νν according to SM
• 60 expected evts from KL → π0νν (± 18%)
• 60 expected evts from KL → π0π0 (± 8 evts)
• 120 observed evts in 5 yrs (no excess)
• For each value of mX ascribe zero excess to 

KL → π0X
• 2-body acceptance for KL → π0X (± stat ⊕

5%)
• Derive 90% Rolke-Lopez UCL 

mX [GeV]

BR
U

L(K
L 

→
 π

0 X
) [

90
%

 C
L]

BRSM(KL → π0νν)



Limits on KL → π0A′ from KL → π0νν
For KL → π0X interpret X as dark photon A′ with no decays to SM particles
Obtain limits in ε2 vs. mA plane As per Davoudiasl, Lee, Marciano 2014

Weaker limits obtain if A′ also mixed with Zε2 = kinetic mixing angle for A′ and γ

ε2

mA [GeV]
E787/E949

NA64

BABAR

est from KL → π0XKLEVER

PADME (est, 160 ns)

Analogous limits obtained 
for X interpreted as
• Higgs-mixed scalar
• Axion-like particle



Exclusion potential from KL → π0X
For KL → π0X, interpret X as:

• Invisible dark photon A′ (BC2)
• Higgs-mixed scalar S (BC4)
• Axion-like particle a with fermion 

couplings (BC10)

Obtain limits in coupling vs. mass plane 
for each scenario*

* Calculation assumes that decaying particles escape the decay volume

mA [GeV]

ma [GeV] mS [GeV] 
Co

up
lin

g
ε

Dark photon A′ (BC4)

Dark scalar S (BC5) ALP coupled to fermions a (BC10)

Co
up

lin
g

g Y
= 

2v
/f
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g
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Enter a new high precision era, down to 10-12

Control of systematics with data-driven methods: record special sample 
to address specific effects and background sources

Rare kaon decays:

Lepton Flavour / Number Violation and Exotic searches:

etc.

etc.

Lepton Universality test:

Wide physics programme



NA62 in dump mode

Long decay volume and detector characteristics/performances: 
suitable to search for feebly-interacting long-lived particles
Extend Dark Particle mass range > M(K) (D, B associated production)

Collect 1018 Protons On Target before LS3
New Anti0 under construction to veto muons produced in TAX
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NA62 as a beam dump experiment

• NA62 (as NA62++) included in the Physics Beyond Colliders programme

• NA62 collaboration intends to collect 𝟏𝟎𝟏𝟖 protons on target before LS3
• Ongoing discussion concerning how exactly this should be achieved

• New ANTI0 detector under construction to veto muons produced in the TAX

• Studies to increase beam intensity by 20-50% above nominal
• Detector safety/survivability currently being studied 

TAX

ANTI0

Possibility to increase beam intensity beyond nominal being investigated



Results from past PBC mandate

55

µ+ / 109 POT

µ+ radius @ 157 m downstream TAX [mm]

MC simulation of the beam-dump operation (closed TAX configuration)
Qualitative agreement of data vs MC distributions for halo muons
Disentangle background rates: target residual material vs tax production

µ+
 m

om
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Data MC
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FIP lifetime sensitivity

Figure 3: Model-independent constraints at 95% confidence level on the production and decay of light scalars or pseudoscalars,
expressed as bounds on BR(B ! KA)⇥BR(A ! µ+µ�) as a function of the lifetime ⌧A for di↵erent values of the boson mass
mA. We also show for illustration the specific predictions obtained from the pseudoscalar model considered in section 2 for
di↵erent values of ⇤, as well as from the scalar model discussed in Ref. [68].

CHARM. We see that this di↵erent geometry en-
ables NA62 to probe low-mass pseudoscalars with
lifetimes 100 ps  µA  1000 ps, a region for which
neither LHCb nor CHARM are very sensitive. This
finding is in stark contrast with the conclusions of
figure 2, where we found NA62 unable to provide
relevant constraints. In other words, the model-
independent analysis reveals the unique potential of
NA62 to probe certain regions of parameter space.

Figure 3 also contains a number of lines corre-
sponding to the predicted relation between µA and
⌧A in specific models. The line labelled “Pseu-
doscalar (⇤ = 1TeV)” corresponds to the model
discussed in Secs. 2 and 3 (see in particular fig-
ure 2). Consistent with our observations there
we find that with this assumption NA62 does not

probe any parameter combinations that are not al-
ready excluded by the combination of LHCb and
CHARM. This conclusion also does not change
when changing the value of ⇤ assumed in the calcu-
lation of B-meson decays by moderate amounts. In-
creasing ⇤ simply shifts the line towards larger val-
ues of µA, such that the constraints from LHCb and
CHARM become even stronger (and vice versa).
Adding an invisible decay channel would shift the
line to the bottom-left (as both the lifetime and the
leptonic branching ratios are decreased), such that
experimental constraints can be evaded.

A key advantage of the model-independent ap-
proach is that we did not need to assume at any
point that the light boson is a pseudoscalar (i.e.
CP-odd). Indeed, the constraints that we show
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Model-independent bounds on light pseudoscalars from rare B-meson decays
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Abstract

New light pseudoscalars, such as axion-like particles, appear in many well-motivated extensions of the Stan-
dard Model and provide an exciting target for present and future experiments. We study the experimental
sensitivity for such particles by revising the CHARM exclusion contour, updating bounds from LHCb and
presenting prospects for NA62 and SHiP. We first consider a simplified model of a light pseudoscalar A and
then propose a model-independent approach applicable to any spin-0 boson light enough to be produced in
B-meson decays. As illustration, we provide upper bounds on BR(B ! KA)⇥BR(A ! µ+µ�) as a function
of the boson lifetime and mass for models that satisfy minimal flavour violation. Our results demonstrate
the important complementarity between di↵erent experiments resulting from their di↵erent geometries.

Keywords: Mostly Weak Interactions: Beyond Standard Model

1. Introduction

The absence of evidence for new physics at the
TeV scale so far has led to a renewed attention for
much lighter new particles, which may have evaded
detection due to their very weak interactions with
Standard Model (SM) particles. One of the most
attractive realisations of this idea are light pseu-
doscalars, often called axion-like particles (ALPs),
for which the smallness of the mass and the interac-
tions can simultaneously be explained if they arise
as Pseudo-Goldstone bosons of a spontaneously
broken approximate global symmetry. These par-
ticles may couple to SM particles via the so-called
axion portal [1–4] and can be searched for in a wide
range of experiments both at the high-energy fron-
tier of particle physics [5–9] and at the so-called
intensity frontier [2, 10–13].

Light pseudoscalars have received particular at-
tention in the context of dark matter model build-

IThis article is registered under preprint number: TTK-
18-45

Email addresses: babette.dobrich@cern.ch (Babette
Döbrich), ertas@physik.rwth-aachen.de (Fatih Ertas),
kahlhoefer@physik.rwth-aachen.de (Felix Kahlhoefer),
Tommaso.Spadaro@cern.ch (Tommaso Spadaro)

ing. The reason is that if the interactions be-
tween dark matter and SM particles are mediated
by a pseudoscalar exchange particle, one expects a
strong suppression of event rates in direct detection
experiments, consistent with the non-observation of
a dark matter signal in these experiments [1, 14–
16].1 There has consequently been substantial
e↵ort to construct and study models with pseu-
doscalar mediators in the context of dark matter
indirect detection [20–23], collider searches [24–26]
and self-interacting dark matter [4, 27].

As pointed out in Refs. [3, 10, 28, 29], mod-
els with light pseudoscalars face strong constraints
from rare decays. The reason is that any pseu-
doscalar coupling to SM quarks will at the one-
loop level induce flavour-changing processes such
as b ! sA or s ! dA, which can be searched
for with great sensitivity in a number of experi-
ments [30]. In the mass range where these con-
straints are relevant (mA . 5GeV) it is therefore

1It was recently pointed out that scattering in direct de-
tection experiments may in fact be dominated by loop pro-
cesses that are unsuppressed in the non-relativistic limit [17–
19]. But even when including these e↵ects the expected event
rates are still so small that a detection will be very challeng-
ing.

Preprint submitted to Elsevier February 20, 2019
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